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Issue 7 - “Theyʼre the real heroes.”

Letter from the head office: Skizzleplex Inc., LLC, becoming
dissatisfied with the dropoff in ad sales and revenue in the
months leading up to Q1 2010 under Eric Filipkowski's editorial
reign, has decided to shift Mr. Filipkowski's responsibilities, so
that he can focus on content creation while we bring in a more
seasoned editor, Maury Salzberg, a 40 year veteran of the
periodical industry, most recently with the Times-Tribune, to
handle the day-to-day business of running a wildly unpopular
newsletter. Mr. Salzberg plans to shift the tone and focus of the
Skizzleplex Newsletter to a more traditional, mainstream
direction akin to Harper's or Reader's Digest. Gone will be the
blatantly anti-commercial "parody" pieces, in their place will be
more folksy humor involving children and their simple wisdom
shedding light on the complex issues of the day. The theme of
this issue is global exploitation of our natural resources.

Indiana Jones 4 - The Best Yet!

Iʼve heard a lot of
whining and shittalking about the
newest Indiana
Jones movie, but
now that itʼs out
on tape, I hope
youʼll go back and give it another
chance. It really is great. Iʼm not
going to get into a piece by piece
rebuttal of everyoneʼs criticisms,
Iʼll just ask you a simple question:
When are Lucas and Spielberg at
their best? The answer: When
theyʼre dealing with aliens and
space. Think about it. E.T. Star
FITNESS FUN!
Wars. Close Encounters. What
the hell do these idiots know
Oh man, I just joined a gym and I'm not homophobic, but it was
about the jungle and shit? All
really weird having to change in public. Luckily, it wasn't that
through those other Indiana
crowded, just me and this other guy. So he pulls down his pants
Jones movies, I remember sitting
and I almost threw up. Instead of having 2 penises and 1 ball like
there thinking, “Man, this shit is
normal people, he had the opposite: 1 penis and 2 balls!!! How
fucking gross is that? I think from now on, I'll change at home! LOL terrible! When are they gonna
have some fucking aliens or
UPDATE 1: OK, so I got my first draft back from my editor and was something like that?? BOreading it over and was like, "Woah, hold up! You screwed this part RING!!!” So finally my prayers
up!" He starts arguing with me about how he thought I had messed have been answered and I
up and he was just fixing an “error”. So at this point, we both kinda couldnʼt be more pleased with the
results. This is a four star, two
think we're fucking with each other when it he starts claiming that
most men in the world actually have 1 penis and 2 balls and that I'M thumbs up flick, all the way. If I
have one complaint, itʼs that I
THE ONE who's the freak! Can you believe the nerve of some
people? I was like, "buddy, you better get yourself to a doctor, asap, was hoping for a computeranimated sidekick of some sort.
you're in for a nasty surprise!"
Like a jive-talking Martian buddy
or something. Someone with a
UPDATE 2: Well, by now you're probably figuring out the
hilarious catchphrase. Like,
heartbreaking realization I had over the weekend. I called my
“Damn Yo, thatʼs outta this
parents and they admitted to me that they always tried to give me
world!” Something like that, I
the impression that I was normal. This, coupled with an inherent
donʼt know.
sense of modesty, led to me being ignorant of the truth for over 34
years. I want to take this time to apologize to my editor for all the
terrible, terrible things I said to him when we were arguing as well
as telling that poor man at the gym to "put some fucking pants on,
you freak. You're making us sick!"
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STORY CORNER!!!
Superjerk If I was walking down
the street and some
toxic waste fell on my
head and all of a
sudden I got
superpowers, I
wouldnʼt be a pussy
like Superman and
just spend all day
saving people and
trying to make world
peace or some crap
like that. I would use my superpowers to win
contests! Think about it: there isnʼt a race,
sporting event or contest I couldnʼt win. Iʼd
smash records left and right and if anybody
tried to stop me from competing, I could just
kill them and nobody could do shit about it,
because even if they somehow managed to
get me in jail, I could just bust out with my
super strength! I could lift like 8 million pounds
and go like 50,000 miles an hour. Iʼd be
unstoppable. Iʼd have to get a new house just
to put all my trophies in and that would be
easy because I could just steal some gold
from Fort Knox or even just come in to
someone elseʼs house and tell them to get lost
and if they donʼt, I could kick them into the
sun! Oh man, that would be great!
“Is it wrong to beat your fictional wife?” some guy on TV

My brother, Gerald Filipkowski, was a notorious
prankster. One time, he knew his friend Scott was
selling his 93 Honda Accord so he had one of his other
friends, Billy, respond to the ad. Then when they went
to take a test drive, Billy crashed it into a parked car on
purpose, got out of the car and ran for it. Scott tried to
run after him, but Gerald had put superglue in the seat
belt clicker thing right before they took the car out.
Scott was trapped! Unfortunately, as my brother and his
buddies were having a good laugh at Scott's expense,
while videotaping the whole thing, the car caught fire.
They were only able to cut Scott's charred corpse out of
the car after the firefighters had let the whole thing burn
out. My brother's friends were all pretty tight and luckily
they were able to keep their mouth's shut. The police
eventually closed the investigation and everyone
figured they had gotten off scot free. That is, until my
brother sent the video in to America's Funniest Home
Videos. I guess he really needed that $25,000 grand
prize! Of course, the people at AFV, realizing this
wasn't a 'goofy prank' so much as it was 'evidence of a
homicide' forwarded the tape to the police and my
brother got 25 to life. This lead to my brother joining the
only prison gang that would have him: the Aryan
Brotherhood Nation or something like that. It's the racist
one. Anyway, Gerald (nee, "G Murder")'s lawyer
discovered that the police had mishandled some of the
evidence and he was set free. We were all so grateful
to have G Murder back in our lives. Well, not my wife,
Andrea Bromstein, but now she just stays home on
Easter and Christmas and then at Thanksgiving, G
Murder agrees not to hassle her. And that was the best
summer ever!

I was talking out my ass to this guy in a parking lot about how my Honda Civic
DX was faster than his Subara WRX sti. Well, he called my bluff and wanted to
race. I told him I couldn't race right then, but I would race him in a few weeks.
He agreed but said I better come with the same car, he didn't want me
showing up with a corvette or nothing. So I thought I was screwed, but then I
had this great idea to trick my rich friend into thinking that all the celebrities
were taking their sports cars and making them more environmentally friendly
by swapping out the engines. This way, it still looks like the same car, but it
gets way better mileage. I told him he was in luck, because I'd take out the
engine in his Porsche and put the engine from my civic back in it. Well, I did
this, but then realized that the Porsche engine wouldn't fit in my car. I mean,
what the hell do I know about cars anyway? I'm not a mechanic. So again, I
figured I was screwed, but then I got the great idea to torch both cars and fake
my own death. Now my friend couldn't be mad at me for fucking up his
Porsche and that dude from the parking lot couldn't be mad about me not
showing up for the race! And that was the best summer ever!
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Vroom! Vroom!

I will waste
some space in
this box here.

Car Repair Bill (with rebuttal)

Extra! Extra! Read all about it! ROFL!
Great Moments in Journalism
When I was a kid, my friend told me a story
about how his uncle got drunk and decided to
fry up some potatoes. Unfortunately, he passed
out in the middle of it and when he woke up, the
house was on fire. In what I must assume to the
be the crowning achievement of his career, the
reporter who wrote the story about the incident
came up with the perfect headline:
“Home Fries Fry Home.”
Hey, did you find this in the garbage?
Do you want to receive new ones?
Email skizzleplex@yahoo.com
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Earth Day Nobody
appreciates
irony more than
the good folks at
Earth Day, so
this month,
please print 5
copies of this
newsletter. Take
4 of those, put
each in a separate
(non-biodegradable) plastic bag. Throw those
out and then read the fifth one. That way, people
in the future will dig through our garbage, find
these Skizzleplexes and read about our
commitment to saving the earth!

Cool Times - by My Granny Fanny
I have 23 grandchildren and already those horny
bastards have shit out 4 great-grandchildren. Not
that thereʼs really anything “great” about them. Iʼm
sick of kids. There, I said it. Hey, Iʼm not made of
stone, I think babies are cute and all that crap, until
they actually do crap, in which case, itʼs time to pass
Lilʼ Junior Shits-a-lot off to Mommy. In my day, kids
were almost tolerable because they knew that if they
got out of line, they were going to get the business
end of the wooden spoon or spend the night out in
the woods down by the menʼs shelter, as
punishment. Either way, theyʼd be wishing they had
an extra pair of underpants on, believe you me! So,
in summation, all these brats and their dipshit
parents can rot in hell.

Ed. Note: I realize this edition of “Cool Times” is a repeat, but I
think it is due to the fact that my dear Granny Fanny is getting
on in years and isnʼt quite as sharp as she used to be. I didnʼt
want to upset her, so I put it in and then wrote this disclaimer
in a font too small for her to read because she is old and old
people are stupid and weak and canʼt do anything right.

Dear Harrison Ford,
My name is Steven Edmunds. I am 8 years old and have
terminal brain cancer. The doctors tell me I have between
nine and fifteen months to live. You are one of my favorite
actors and it had always been my dream to meet you,
however, now that I am on a limited schedule, my
priorities have changed. Namely: cash. I want it. If you do
not wire $25,000 to the Swiss bank account number I
have provided by May 15 of this year, I promise you one
thing, motherfucker, I will haunt your ass non-stop. I will
make your life a living hell. Youʼre rich, you probably
make 25 grand every three minutes, so donʼt be a prick. I
have cancer. Give me the money. Do it.
Sincerely, your number one fan,
Steven Edmunds.

B. Arthur

Jusʼ Kiddinʼ
“So Disneyʼs California Adventure is
based on real places in California, right?
Well I figured out where one of them
must be: my friend Bennie's
neighborhood! Because it's fuckinʼ hot
as balls and there's no goddamn trees
anywhere!” - Eric F. (stand-up comic)

S. Edmunds (artistʼs rendition)
A Totally Original Idea That I
Thought Up Entirely On My Own
For A Twitter Page/TV Show So
That I Can Get A Book Deal Too
"Sayings Uttered by my Father" Why are you wiping your ass after
you take a dump? You're about to go
swimming. That's like doing twice the
work for nothing!

Bananabilism - When a guy in a banana suit eats a banana.
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Reminder: The Issue 2 Reader Poll is still open! Send in your answers soon!

Inventorʼs Bench
Printable Toilet Paper - Rather than go out and
buy toilet paper, just use your printer! If youʼre
like me, you have literally hundreds of boxes of
printer paper you stole from work just taking up
space, so put them to use! The custom software
makes it easy. Just enter into your computer
what you had for lunch, hit print and then run it
through the paper cutter! Voila! The perfect
amount of toilet paper for your specific poop!
Just remember: if you have any left over, make
sure to throw it out in the trash, because if itʼs
not watered down by your feces, it will clog the
toilet. Itʼs not really meant for the toilet, itʼs
printer paper. This way, youʼre saving trees and
whatever! Itʼs (maybe) good for the environment
(sorta)!

Justin Beavers Cute little beavers dressed up to look like
teen heartthrob, Justin Bieber. I originally
planned to train them to sing and dance to
his music, but it turns out that itʼs really hard
to train wild animals and theyʼre more likely
to bite some kids than sing and dance.
Which is exactly what they did. Luckily, I had
an even better idea! I gassed them all and
had them stuffed with electronics and now
they work perfectly!

“An idea whose time has come” - Ed Bagley Jr.
(no relation)

If you find that hunting is unfair because unless itʼs a bear
or a wolf or an eagle or something, most of these animals
have no way to fight back, then youʼll love this new
invention. For just 50 dollars, I will go out in the woods
and find a wild animal like a deer or a rabbit and stun it
with some gas I use to kill beavers and while the animal
is passed out, I will attach little guns and bullet proof
vests to it, so that hunting now becomes more of a ʻsportʼ
and less of ʻwaiting around and hiding like a pussy and
then shooting something completely defenseless from far
awayʼ. Itʼs the perfect gift for all your animal lover friends.
Instead of buying some T-Shirt to support some group
that throws paint on people, you can actually make a big
difference in the lives of these cute little critters!
All inventions copyright Eric Filipkowski. Any interested parties seeking
to partner in the manufacture of these great ideas should contact me.
“Cʼmon, letʼs make some dough!™” - Eric F.
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Ask a French person! - by Eric Filipkowski
Maligned by many, the French are known for their poor personal hygiene
and cowardly ways. Is this reputation deserved? Certainly some of it, but
while most of these feelings of ill-will are grounded in scientific fact, there
must be some French people who aren't the soulless devils we know them
to be.

Jean Villepique, French

I decided to find out for myself by asking Skizzleplex reader, Jean Villepique
some questions. After all, if he reads Skizzleplex, how bad can he be, right?
LOL! Since he's French, I conducted the interview via Google Translate,
doing my best to piece it back together into Godʼs Language (American).

Me: Jean, you people have been described in the press as a "soulless devils" known for your "poor
personal hygiene" and "cowardly ways". How do you respond to these accusations?
Jean Villepique: Well I'm not sure if my high school French is right here, but I think you are calling me
smelly? And a cow? I guess I would respond by saying that I'm not any smellier than any other normal,
hygenic woman in America. Where I'm from and where I currently live. You know that, right?
Me: Sir, well I have no clue what you're saying right now, but let's just assume it was something nasty and
that's why it wasn't in Google. Way to dispel the notion of the rude Frenchman, but I digress… Where do
you think your hatred of the American people and our great country comes from? After all, we saved your
asses in World War Two, as you seem to have forgotten.
Jean Villepique: OK--I am a mademoiselle, not monsieur. Je ne suis pas un homme! Does that translate? I
am An American WOMAN! My last name happens to be French. I'm from New Jersey. I don't hate
Americans because I would be hating mySELF, get it? Also, even though Americans saved "the anus" of the
French, there was a powerful resistance funded by the British, headed up by Charles de Gaulle. If you ever
visited the actual country of France, you might recognize his name from the Airport. Comprennez-vous?
Avec Google? God!
(OK, I will take my best shot at making heads or tails of this. I think he's saying that his countrymen are so
cowardly because they're not actually men, like we have in America. They have womanly names like "Jean"
and "Frenchie". Hence, they are afraid to fight in wars. Which leads to my next question.)
Me: OK pal, I don't know if you're being literal or figurative here. Maybe you're saying that you've had your
penis chopped off to be more in touch with your 'true self'. I don't know and I don't really care. Leave it in the
bedroom, that's what I say. What I do care about is our brave fighting men over there in the middle east.
How come you pussies chickened out and didn't help during Operation Iraqi Freedom? Do you really just
hate freedom? Have I answered my own question?
Jean Villepique: Pal. Literally, I think those "cats" in France didn't support our war with Iraq for the same
reason thatmost of them speak at least 3 languages and would never use Google translator: they are
educated. Never contact me again.
Me: USA! USA! USA! Still undefeated!

Word Power!
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Unraveling the Mysteries of the Fun zone
By Dr. Mister Science
The scientific world just looooves to
yak their collective Asses off about the
precious Black hole but closer to earth
and far less understood is the
mysterious Fun Zone.
With no discernible pattern, Fun Zones
pop up all over the world in the most
varied of locations. My first encounter
with a Fun Zone was in 1983 beside the
magazine rack at a Circle K in Omaha,
Nebraska. Measuring 4 feet 4 inches
wide, 2 feet 7 inches deep and 6 feet 2
inches high or approximately the size of
a Galaga and a Ms. Pacman arcade style
machine side by side, this Zone emitted
a sound and flurry of color that
screamed fun. There was also a sign that said “FUN ZONE”.
I was intrigued and immediately set about studying this phenomenon. Very quickly I began documenting Fun
Zones all around the world. Edmonton, Canada; Blackpool, England; Hamburg, Germany; another one in
Blackpool, England; Primm, Nevada; and again in Blackpool, just to name a few. I had proven their existence
but could I decipher the riddle of what makes a Fun Zone a FUN ZONE!
It was in Blackpool England that I made a major break through. I was standing in the middle of a “Fun Zone”
trying to take notes but the noise from the multitude of video games, fruit machines and slots was making it
impossible to concentrate. If only this racket could be turned down then I would be able to….wait…..there it
was. The answer I had been looking for had been staring me in the ear the whole time. Noise is FUN!
But noise was only a part of the equation. The sounds should be incongruous and conflicting as well as
annoyingly loud. Bright lights and a confusing floor plan also played into the structure of the Fun Zone.
Alcohol didn’t seem to be imperative but being surrounded by drunks was often symptomatic of many Fun
Zones. Finally there had to be a sign that said “FUN ZONE”.
Though many nations lay claim to the greatest Fun Zone I have verified the world’s number one Fun Zone. So
where is the funnest Fun Zone discovered to date? It is the Fun Zone at the Pascagoula Casino in Mississippi,
America where amidst the din of six thousand slot machines you are forced to listen to the worlds loudest
cover band THE WHOM as you drink a 64 oz hurricane in a plastic souvenir cup. With a noise level of 196
db’s one cannot help but say, “Now that’s a FUN ZONE”!!!
Dr. Mister Science is written by Kyle McCulloch, a guy from
a place who does stuff. He also had sex with a parrot once,
but he assures me that was almost entirely by accident.
Can you feel the love tonight? - Elton J.
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My Story - By Eric Filipkowski
At the 1968 Winter Olympics, I was a double gold medalist on the American
bobsled team. However, on my return to the games in 1972, I was disqualified for
cheating. In disgrace, I retired from the sport and moved to Jamaica to eek out a
living as a bookie.
Many years later, I was approached by some Jamaican runners, looking to use
their skills and my knowledge to start a bobsled team. After a rocky start and
much humiliation, we were able to come together and against all odds, we made
our way to the Calgary Olympics!
The first day was disappointing, ending with a last place standing. However, on
our second day of competition, they managed to move up to eighth place with a
pretty decent time. On the final day, it seemed as if we could actually pull it off!
As luck would have it, their sled broke right near the end of the run. It was
heartbreaking, to say the least. But they got up, brushed themselves off and
carried their broken sled to the finish line, to thunderous applause from the
spectators!

A picture of me, about to
pass the dutchie.

When the team returned to Jamaica, they were treated as heroes and came back in
1992 where they were treated as something greater: equals

From: “Eric Filipkowski” <skizzleplex@yahoo.com>
To: “undisclosed recipients”
Subject: My Birthday Party!!!
Hey all,
Can you believe itʼs been another year already? Please come out and celebrate. Iʼll be at the Cat &
The Fiddle this Wednesday from 9pm til they kick my drunk ass out! Just kidding, I actually canʼt
drink because of my new medication and Iʼm probably only staying an hour or so. Anyway, Iʼd love
to see you and the fabulous and expensive present you bought me! Just kidding. (Not really) JK!
Hope to see you there,
Eric
ps, by reading this email, you consent to allow me to send you my thrice-weekly mailer for my new
business. Why buy a computer from a stranger in Best Buy? Can you be sure theyʼre giving you
the best deal on the computer thatʼs best for you? Or the Apple store? Who needs that? Let me,
your good buddy Eric, sell you your next computer. I donʼt know all the technical stuff and I canʼt
match their volume of sales and their prices but I can give you something better: piece of mind. As
you know, I had heart surgery a few years ago and havenʼt been able to find steady work. You say
youʼre my friend, you say you want to help. You need a computer anyway, why not just buy mine?
These are perfectly good computers. They do email and all that crap. At comparable prices (maybe
10-20% higher) to what you would find in a regular store. Or maybe you just wish I had died on the
operating table. Yeah, I bet youʼd like that. Then you wouldnʼt feel guilty about not helping me out.
Hugs not drugs!
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